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Introduction
If someone asked me 50 years ago about the future of Christian
Martial Arts, my answer would be simple. What’s Christian Martial
Arts?

I’ve been involved in martial arts for 60 years and had never
heard of Christian Martial Arts until after I became a Christian in
1971. It wasn’t until a year later that I met a youth pastor who was
a member of Judo & Karate for Christ. We worked together to put
on some martial arts demonstrations and preach the Gospel to
people in attendance. That’s where I first saw how Christian
Martial Arts could be involved in the Great Commission.

If someone had asked me in 1972 about the future of Christian
Martial Arts, my answer would have been limited. I was newly
involved with Judo & Karate for Christ and knew of one other
group that was also active in using martial arts in Gospel ministry.
That’s as much as I knew at the time, but hoped Christian Martial
Arts would grow in influence in the years to come. It seemed like
a good idea.
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The Past
The past 50 years have been exciting ones in Christian Martial
Arts (CMA). The influence of Christian instruction has grown
tremendously during that time, including the publication of many
books about CMA. I will admit that the first 15 years were a bit
lonely because Christian classes were few and far between, but
something began happening in the 1980’s that saw an expansion
of CMA organizations. Getting information about the growth of
Christian martial arts was more difficult before the Internet and
email, but I had heard that many people were coming to Christ
through martial arts programs.

I was encouraged to start Grace Martial Arts in 1990 for the
purpose of teaching martial arts from a Christian perspective and
encouraging and supporting other Christian instructors. That led
to an online presence in 1995 and a monthly newsletter we
emailed to Christian teachers and students. Grace Martial Arts
Fellowship began a few years later, along with the opportunity to
support the re-start of Judo & Karate for Christ under the new
name of Karate for Christ International.
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The Present
Tens of thousands of people are now involved in Christian Martial
Arts programs around the world. Many CMA organizations exist to
help guide those programs. We’ve had the privilege and joy to
hear from hundreds of instructors through the years about the
work God is doing in saving people of all ages through their
classes. Most Christian programs I’m familiar with emphasize
excellence in martial arts training along with strong biblical
preaching, teaching and discipling.

The Future
What does the future hold for Christian Martial Arts? That’s the
question we are going to address in this special series. I think it’s
important to hear from some of the men and women who have
been involved in Christian Martial Arts for many years, plus those
who are younger. As we’ve been republishing some of the GMAF
Newsletters from the last 20+ years, I’ve been struck that some of
the CMA leaders who wrote articles for us have passed on to
Heaven. It’s important that we share with each other now about
the future of the ministry God has given us. What we do next will
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play an important role in the overall ministry of the spread of the
Gospel around the world. We are part of the Church that Jesus
Christ is building. To Him be the Glory now and forever!

Thank you for your interest in Christian Martial Arts!

Sensei Mark McGee
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We are pleased to bring you the first response to the question
“What is the future of Christian Martial Arts?” that we posed to
many instructors. The responses are published in the order of
when we received them.

Dennis Stewart
Karate for Christ of Arizona

Hi, Mark. What an honor. I am inspired by God and a great group
of individuals as well: David Dunn from Karate For Christ
International, Chris Stewart from Christian Kenpo Fellowship,
Joseph Lumpkin co-author of “The Warrior’s Heart Revealed” and
the late Daryl Covington, as well as yourself.

The Holy Spirit gets the credit here, I just go through the motions
for what I have learned in martial arts over the years and share it
with the ones who show up in class, and they are not there by
accident. Of course, you need to do the work finding a place to
call ‘the School,’ get the gear, order the uniforms, and advertise,
but that is just the start.
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Karate for Christ of Arizona

God’s plan here is to get the Gospel to individuals who may never
step into a church. If we change any hearts, it is by who we are,
and not by what we say. I heard about this Karate school in the
90’s named Warriors for Christ, at the church my wife and I
attended. I muttered a prayer to God that maybe He could use me
in some way like that. Karate without any eastern philosophies.
I know Christ’s return is coming so let us do an outreach to
children and adults in a broken world and let them know there is
hope in Christ and you can learn how to defend yourself in the
meantime. Sounds good to me.
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So, what do you think Lord? Now seven years later here we are. I
say we, cause my son is involved and the students are our
disciples who are also there, administering the Gospel with us.
And you know they may not even know it, and maybe they do?
You just have to let the Holy Spirit do His job. It is easy if you do
yours and ignore any negativity the devil may bring; he already
lost his battle at the cross!

The Future in Christian Martial Arts is whatever God’s plan is. You
let Him take your life and let whatever gift you may have be used
for the glory of the coming Kingdom. The battle we prepare for is
not a fight against another person, which you will be prepared for
as you train, but the real battle is against evil, and the confidence
for any challenge that comes, when it comes. It is who you are,
and the life you live bearing the name of Jesus Christ. That is
where the power comes from!

Dennis Stewart

Karate for Christ of Arizona
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Dr. Keith Yates

Keith D. Yates, PhD, 10th Dan

The future of Christian martial arts in today’s culture is the same
as the future of Christianity itself in our increasingly secularized
world. As believers we must stand up for what we believe while
being careful not to play into the hands of those who would
portray us as negative extremists. Christ commanded us to “love
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one another” and that is the best way to demonstrate his
message to both believers and non-believers.

Furthermore, while most teachers of the martial arts are not
theologians, we are often looked on as experts, or at least
knowledgeable about, Asian philosophy, so we should be
prepared to compare and contrast those worldviews with the
teachings of Scripture. Use your position, whatever it might be, as
a platform to preach the Gospel.

Chairman of the Board of Governors, Gospel Martial Arts Union
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What comes to mind when we say the future of Christian martial
arts? Is it the Christian part or is it the martial arts part? It does
not seem like those two things go together. It isn’t any different
than Upward Basketball or Soccer for Jesus. There are many
different programs and organizations which use various activities
to lift up the name of Christ. The real question is, what can we do
to ensure the future of Christian martial arts?

Everyone knows that the Church is not a building, is not an
organization, and is not a denomination. It is the people. It is a
beautiful blend of older Christians and younger Christians working
together to build the Kingdom of God. So the future of Christian
Martial Arts is people. People have many needs. Some of those
needs are love, guidance, and support. Most Christian martial arts
places do their best to meet those needs; however, sometimes
things in life distract us from what is ultimately important. As the
great Zig Ziglar once said, “The main thing is to keep the main
thing the main thing.”

If there is going to be a future in Christian martial arts, Christ must
be the “main thing.” If Christ is removed as the central focus of
Christian martial arts, then the Christian martial arts has lost its
purpose and its foundations. The principles and teachings of CMA
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become blurred with the world’s principles and teachings. The
organizations and programs lose their direction and drift
aimlessly. It is of utmost importance to keep Christ in the center.
How do we do that?
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First, as instructors and leaders, the zeal, charisma, and the
passion for Christ must be alive and evident in us. We are the
examples to the next generation. The next generation will not
develop that zeal, charisma, and passion if we don’t pass it on.
You cannot ignite another person’s torch if yours has gone out.
We must purposely put Christ in our programs. It may come in
many forms like prayer, bible verses, and activities. No matter the
form, the zeal for Christ and the gratitude for all He has done
must be evident. Matthew 5:16 “In the same way let your light
shine so all many see your good works and give glory to the
Father in Heaven.” In doing so, we will inspire the next generation
to follow after us.

Second, as instructors and leaders, we must love our students
and their families. God is love. Acts of love are acts of God. There
is no better way of showing God is real than showing the love that
He put into us. 1 Corinthians 13:4 – 7 “Love is patient, love is
kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not
dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it
keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but
rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres.” The world’s version of love is
conditional. When Christ’s agape (unconditional love) is
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demonstrated in our martial arts schools then Christ will be
evident to all.
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Third, as instructors and leaders, we must guide and mentor our
students. It goes beyond just the character-building lessons. We
must provide opportunities for the students to grow more
Christlike. Opportunities in the form of mission trips, witnessing
opportunities, and acts of service to our communities. Like
parents who do too much for their children, which causes the
children to become apathetic and lazy, leaders rob their students
the opportunity to grow, learn, and discover their importance in
His work. I have watched leaders insist on doing ministry
themselves only because they did not have faith in their students.
Will the students make mistakes? Yes! But we all make mistakes.
That is how we grow and learn.

Last, as instructors and leaders, we must be united with other
martial arts schools that are similarly minded. The world is divided
enough as it is, we should not be divided as well. One of the
marks of Christ’s disciples is their love for one another. Jesus had
12 disciples. He did not need them, but they needed each other
after He left. We need each other too! If we become exclusive,
then we leave a lot of people out. People who could have edified
us and we could edify them in return. People that are the body of
Christ.
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In conclusion, we are one generation away from having no future
at all. All of our hopes and dreams rest in the hands of the next
generation. How are we preparing them to replace us? I tell every
student I have, “I am training you to be my replacement.” I try to
instill in them passion, conviction, love, leadership, and unity. I am
trusting God to raise up the future. But while I am still here in
leadership, I will continue to reach for the prize which God has
called me heavenward. That is my challenge to you: train your
replacements. Offer ministry and growth opportunities with the
understanding they won’t always be perfect, but God will use
them to His will and His way.

One day, I hope to get to work with all of you personally. Until that
time, it is an honor and privilege building the Kingdom of God with
you. Until we are better paid in heaven.

Scott Brown
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Sifu Michael Martin

What is the future of Christian Martial Arts? Really I don’t know,
but I will share some insights I have gleaned over the years. I
think Christian Martial Arts will follow the same trends as martial
arts in general. By this I mean many folks will jump on the MMA
band wagon, until the next big thing. I will say the MMA craze has
lasted longer than I thought it would but it will pass like all the
others.
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In the 50’s it was Judo, in the 60’s it was Karate, in the 70’s it was
Kung Fu, in the 80’s it was Ninjitsu. The 90’s saw the MMA craze.
Eventually something will take MMA’s place. Having seen many of
these phases in person and always trained what appealed to me
and not what was the latest flavor, I believe traditional martial arts
taught from a Christian perspective will survive like any other art.

My concern is for the arts in general. I am not worried about the
pressure from MMA to make your art functional, I think this is
good. I am worried about the public’s attitude that martial arts is a
kids activity like T- ball or soccer. This attitude has been fostered
by folks who are more concerned about making money than the
integrity of their art. It has caused the weakening of the arts where
a black belt means nothing. I totally understand why the public
thinks martial arts are for kids and doesn’t mean anything about
fighting ability. When you have 8 and 10 year old’s with black
belts who can’t remember their forms or throw a kick without
falling down. If I saw that, I would not think much of that rank or
school either. And I see it a lot!
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If Christian Martial Arts are to have a future, they must lead the
way in quality. The general public may not know a lot about the
various martial arts, but everyone can recognize quality when
they see it. Soke Clement Riedner founder of the Christian Black
Belt Association, stressed that with many of the CBBA members,
just because you think you are doing martial arts as a ministry, it
does not mean you get to slack on the quality of what you do or
teach. It should be better.
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As Christians, we may never have the biggest schools, and that’s
okay as long as we strive to have the best. If we do that, there will
always be folks who want to train.
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Shihan James Tenney
Founder Musuko Shirudo Kenpo Jitsu

Shortly after I had joined a Christian Martial Art Organization
called the Ambassador Martial Arts I bought a book called ‘The art
of the Seja’ that was written by Kyoshi Kirk Steward. He was a
board member and I was probably in only my second or third year
with the group, so it would have been about 2009. In the inside
cover Kyoshi Steward wrote that I was the future of Christian
Martial Arts. That has been over a decade ago. I would not say I
am the future of Christian Martial Arts, but I would say I am its
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present. I would say my Students and the Sensei under me are
the future.

I own a small dojo in a tiny town in Northeast Iowa. I held my first
class in Iowa at the Fayette Community Church in 2006. Day one
I had two students. I borrowed or rented different spaces from
community centers to Rec Rooms at the local University. In 2014
I bought a building to teach from and then I tried from March of
2017 until March of 2020 to run it full time. Covid shut me down.
Covid shut down a lot of martial art schools, and many will not reopen. With half of our income coming from the dojo I had to look
for other employment.
county.

I was hired as a Deputy Sheriff in our

Because my shifts and schedules are so different the

main teaching in my dojo has shifted to the Sensei I have trained.
My dojo weathered the storm for a year and reopened. We were
able to because our mission was to Equip, Encourage, and
Empower others.

The bottom line was not the bottom line.

Investing in others in this hard time, and letting our light shine in
the dojo is our bottom line.
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Christian Martial Artist have something secular martial artists do
not. The Hope and mission of Christ. It is for that reason we will
not be extinguished. We will teach the students God brings to our
path. We will teach in Churches, Community Centers, Garages,
and Back Yards.

Because we know a fancy building, modern

tools, and custom uniforms are only trimmings. We are the only
tool needed. We can teach as long as we have breath. We are
just as valuable as the high paid commercial dojo instructors, yet
we know we MUST pass on what we know. Students’ ability to
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pay is nice, and the worker worth the wage, yet we will teach
anyway.

While running the dojo full time, and in my ministries at church I
prayed a prayer constantly. Lord send them in, or send me out.
My father is not a martial artist, but a Pastor. He once preached
that the great commission’s ‘Therefore Go’ meant that as we walk
our life we are to minister where we are. I feel Christian Martial
artists do just that. It is not about the building, or setting, but the
equipping of others. This is why we will continue on. We do not
teach for our benefit, or prestige, but for our students.
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I believe because of the current state of the world after the
Covid-19 Pandemic we will see a huge divide in the martial arts
community. Commercial large schools will grow bigger, and the
water downed martial arts they usually teach will be the most
widespread form of martial arts available. The middle sized
schools have been struggling to survive and may have to close
their doors.

And then there will be us smaller Schools run by

Godly people, with great martial arts, equipping true warriors,
strong of body and Spirit. That is what we will pass on. That is
the future of Christian martial arts. It will be a form of Discipleship
as God intended and as traditional schools operated originally.

I pray my fellow Christian Instructors pray my prayer. Lord send
them in, or send me out.

If I were to leave teachings for the future, my catch phrases, and
some of my guiding thoughts could include.

‘Respect all men, But fear no man’ — Shihan Tenney

(That is a teaching in how we need to treat others, but also that
we need to only fear God.)
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‘Train as if every man is your enemy, but live as if every man is
your brother’ – Taught to me by Shihan Jim Roman, but a quote
from Professor ‘Vee.’ (Imagine what your training looks like if you
trained to be able to survive an attack from innumerable enemies,
at anytime.) Also what would it look like if you honestly treated
every person as if they are your own family. As a Deputy Sheriff
this philosophy is lived out every day.

‘If your tea cup is full, you cannot put anything more into it’ –
Taught to me by Kenneth Smith.

(This was a lesson taught to me, but also used by me with new
students all the time.

When you have students who think they

already know it all, or compare your teaching to something they
‘think’ they know. Or try to ask to learn something from TV.)

‘If the item taught doesn’t fit you, put that item on the shelf. You
may find you need it later, or that you simply didn’t understand its
purpose yet’ – Taught to me by Kenneth Smith. (I found that I did
not always understand the purpose of the basic item taught and
so I would not train as hard in it. Then as a 3rd plus Dan Black
belt I found the truth of what was being taught.)
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‘Hold on guys the Bus is going somewhere’ — Shihan Tenney.
(Students cannot always see why we have to learn what we do.
So sometimes I demonstrate some Black belt level throws, locks
or the like but not explain how. Yet I will explain that it takes all
the basics we learn, and all the practice we do to get to that
level. )

‘Failure to breathe in class is bad. Failure to breathe outside of
class is also bad’ – Shihan James Tenney. (This one is a funny
way to show the seriousness of breathing.)

‘I teach whoever God sends me, It doesn’t matter if it is One
person or 100. I just have to be willing to teach who he sends.’ —
Shihan Tenney.

In conclusion our belt colors hold our belt creed. Purity, Honor,
Respect, Courage, Loyalty, Patience, Humility, Discipline, and
Love. I could break them down and define these traits, But the
heart of these takes longer than we have here. These are traits of
the Warrior Servant.

These are the characteristics we need to

strive for. These characteristics will help us show the world the
character of Jesus Christ.
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Shihan James Tenney

Warrior Servant of the Lord Jesus Christ

Founder Musuko Shirudo Kenpo Jitsu
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Sensei Joseph Lumpkin
Shinsei Hapkido

What will become of Christian Martial Arts? What does our future
hold?

As I end my 50 th year in martial arts, I look back and see a long
and troubling arch. It is the same basic arch the world is following.
It is the trajectory of self-serving arrogance and pride.

I have seen men chase rank, paper, and attention. I have seen
splits between teachers and students, where a moment of painful
self-examination would have melted both hearts. I have seen
schisms between groups based on ego and lack of selfawareness. I have seen the inability to admit any wrong and I
have seen the lack of will to correct courses that were obviously
incorrect. Pride blinds us to the truth, but we, out of all people,
should be stronger and more humble than that.
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I have seen 30 year olds declare themselves 10 th dans. I have
seen immature men form small groups with big names for the
purpose of awarding themselves high ranks that no one outside
the group thought they deserved. I have seen teachers crave the
spotlight to the extent they post pictures and videos daily in silly
poses doing silly techniques and performing meaningless kata.
Vanity is captured in still-framed silhouettes on hilltops and by the
ocean for all the world to see in a daily cry for attention.

What has happened to the warriors who are supposed to train in
private and pray in closets? They have been replaced with
strutting peacocks and photo ops. They are sounding brass and
annoying symbols. They desert the old ways without the wisdom
to see the ancient truths. Instead, they make up movement and
kata that look flashy. They explain the movements but the form
will not work to train, build, or protect. It is a tale “told by an idiot,
full of sound and fury, Signifying nothing.” These things are done
to keep the spotlight on them. Yet, as we do all of these things we
produce fewer and fewer true, tough, and tested Christian
warriors. We produce soft men, made from soft boys because we
think it is better for them if we do not demand much for fear it
might push them away from class. So we do them the disservice
of awarding black belts to those who could never stand up to the
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world’s assaults. They will melt away under any heat or pressure
of the world’s fires. The rest of the world sees all of this and they
do not respect us nor wish to join in.

I have seen those who work quietly and continually, and they go
unnoticed. They are in our midst and we should celebrate them. I
have seen great men keep working through pain and injury just to
teach the children. I have seen high ranking, powerful martial
artists donate time and wisdom to those who were too poor to pay
and too unaware to know the gift they were being given. I have
seen God in the eyes of great men who were humble. I have seen
that state of grace that lasts only a moment but everyone knew
they had witnessed perfection on the mat and in their soul. I have
seen the perfect kick, the mighty shout, and unmistakable state of
grace when men push passed their natural limits and touch the
heart of God. I have seen men literally die for their beliefs. I have
seen, I have known, and I have buried heroes who gave their
wealth, status, and finally their life for the cause to which they
knew God had called them. These men were warriors who
followed the old ways, toughened by their training, their wills
sharpened by years of being brought to their limits over and over
on the mat, until their bones and their will turned to iron. Their
teachers knew the old ways and demanded that their students
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walk the same path. These students became the next generation
of teachers. They knew that it would take strength and
determination to make a difference in today’s world, and they
would settle for nothing less.

What will become of Christian Martial Arts depends on what camp
you are in. Do you want to be the peacock or the lion? Do you
want to be seen with your high rank and strutting techniques or do
you want to pay in time, sweat and blood to be rewarded with
simple moments of grace?

In Shinsei Hapkido we wear no stripes on our belts. There is no
10th dan. That is reserved for Christ himself. The rest of us are
called to pay the price of the refiner’s fire as we burn the dross
within us on the mat in hopes of seeing a soul of purity and
hardened metal. There is no rank for that. Only time, pain,
strength of will, and the ability to change the world. In this world, it
takes uncommon strength to live the way Christ has called us to
live. Where do you think that strength will come from?

Grand Master Joseph Lumpkin
Soke Shinsei Hapkido
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David Dunn
Director of Karate for Christ International

As I have thought about the future for Christian Martial Arts, I’ve
came to the conclusion it is going to be connected to the future of
the Christian church. We are seeing more tribulation in our world
everyday. Even here in the United States, Christians are
persecuted as never before. Christians are called gun-toting,
bible-thumping rednecks. I guess I should update that by saying
they have added racist to the name calling. These are lies of
Satan causing division and hatred among believers and non-
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believers. God wants Christians (and martial arts ministries) to be
united in Him, to be strong in the Lord and the power of his might,
and Satan wants Christians (and martial arts ministries) divided,
conquered and destroyed.

Some Christians say we are not in the last days, but if not we are
seeing signs of the storm that is coming. Prepare for good times
and the bad times (in all seasons of life). Continually seek God’s
direction and power, so you can do the work needed to make your
ministry prosper. Be careful – it’s easy for an instructor to become
narcissistic. There is no place for a prideful ego in the leadership
of a martial arts ministry. Humble yourself and stay focused on the
mission.
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Time spent on your ministry is like an investment. Over time you
will earn interest and your investment will grow.

Teach your

students life-saving skills and techniques to protect themselves
from dangerous real-world situations. Teaching Christian Martial
Arts should be well rounded to encourage growth physically,
mentally, and spiritually.
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Physically – Training will improve students’ strength and
athleticism.

Mentally – Teach students how to think strategically. Defensive
measures require smart thinking. Basically teach them how to
make good choices.

Spiritually – This is our platform for evangelism (Share the
Gospel). Teach Christian values and morality. Lead by example
and let your students see Jesus in you.
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No matter how the future looks for Christian Martial Arts it will
continue forward.

Keep on Keeping on!

The Urban Dictionary defines the saying “Keep on keeping on”

1. The act of doing what you have been doing but an
encouragement to do it more
2. Often used when talking to others about what they should be
doing “make sure you keep on keeping on”
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Reference verses:

Proverbs 11:2 When pride comes, then comes shame; But
with the humble is wisdom. Pride will destroy

Ephesians 6:10-11 10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the
Lord and in the power of His might. 11 Put on the whole
armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the
wiles of the devil.

2 Timothy 4:1-5 1. I charge thee therefore before God, and
the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the
dead at his appearing and his kingdom; 2. Preach the word;
be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort
with all long suffering and doctrine. 3. For the time will come
when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own
lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching
ears; 4. And they shall turn away their ears from the truth,
and shall be turned unto fables. 5. But watch thou in all
things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make
full proof of thy ministry.
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Col 3:23 And whatever you do, do it heartily, as to the Lord
and not to men.
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We thank each of the Christian Martial Arts instructors who have
shared their thoughts during this special series about The Future
of Christian Martial Arts. Together, we will take the Gospel to the
world!
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